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ARC Instructional Coach Feedback Form                                                                                                                                              
for DSAP/LTS Candidates 


If an answer is ‘no’, please explain on the back of this form.  Also, after the post-observation conference, please add 


comments from the coach, co-operating teacher, or ARC candidate on the back of this form.  


Leave answers blank if unobserved or if uncertain. 


Teacher’s Name/Date of Observation: 
School: 
Coaches Name: 


Answer: 


Questions: YES NO 
 


Are students aware of what they are expected to learn during the lesson? 
  


 


Is a lesson plan in place? 
  


 


Does the teacher successfully initiate the lesson? 
  


 


Is the classroom organized? 
  


 


Is there evidence that classroom behavioral expectations are in place? 
  


 


Is the classroom well managed?   
  


 


Is the learning environment a positive one? 
  


 


Does the lesson have an inquiry component? 
  


 


Does the teacher use different instructional strategies during the lesson? 
  


 


Are the students doing most of the work during the lesson? 
  


 


If groups are used, are the students on task? 
  


 


Is there evidence of differentiation during the lesson? 
  


 


Does the lesson make a real-world connection? 
  


 


Are students asked to apply what they have learned to a new situation? 
  


 


Does the teacher monitor for learning and make adjustments as necessary? 
  


 


Does the teacher present content clearly and accurately? 
  


 


Does the teacher provide feedback to the students during the lesson? 
  


 


Is closure in place? 
  


 


Does closure provide information to support learning outcomes? 
  


 


Is the mentor meeting at least weekly with the teacher? 
  


 


Has the teacher observed other teachers in the school? 
  


 
Is the teacher able to reflect on the lesson during a post-observation interview? 


  


 


Does the teacher behave ethically/professionally in the classroom? 
  


(continued) 







Comments on ‘NO’ Responses: 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Post-Observation Comments: 


Is the student getting the needed support from the ARC program? 


 


 


Is the student getting the needed support from the District and Mentor? 


 


 


Is the student getting the needed support from the ARC Faculty? 


 


 


Is the student having an opportunity to discuss your teaching with the Methods Faculty? 


 


 


Does the student feel like he/she is struggling or need help in a specific area? 


 


 


 


Please submit completed form to - arc@ctohe.org 



mailto:arc@ctohe.org
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